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In this work, we establish some fluctuation relations for a classical two-dimensional system of independent
charged harmonic oscillators in the presence of an electromagnetic field. The main fluctuation relation quan-
tifies irreversible behavior by comparing probabilities of observing particular trajectories during forward and
backward processes and is expressed in terms of the work performed by the externally time-dependent electric
field when the system is driven away from equilibrium. In the absence of a harmonic force and assuming a
constant electric field, our theoretical results reduce to the fluctuation relations for a classical two-dimensional
system of noninteracting electrons under the influence of externally crossed electric and magnetic fields, which
were recently studied �D. Roy and N. Kumar, Phys. Rev. E 78, 052102 �2008��. Finally, by considering the
dragging of the center of the harmonic trap potential given by the presence of the arbitrary time-dependent
electric field, the work-fluctuation theorem and the Jarzynski equality are verified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that equilibrium statistical mechanics is a well
established theory because it can explain the properties of a
broad variety of systems in equilibrium. Linear irreversible
thermodynamics is an extension of the concepts of equilib-
rium thermodynamics to systems that are close to equilib-
rium �1–5�. These traditional concepts are limited in applica-
tion to large systems or averages over an ensemble of states,
referred to as the thermodynamic limit. In the last 15 years,
there has been considerable interest in the study of nonequi-
librium statistical mechanics of small systems, which has led
to the discovery of several rigorous theorems called fluctua-
tion theorems and related research �6–33�. These theorems
explain how macroscopic irreversibility appears naturally in
systems that obey time-reversible microscopic dynamics and
they are essential for the application of thermodynamic con-
cepts to nanosized systems that are of interest to biologist,
physicist, and engineers. Our main purpose in this work is to
obtain some fluctuation relations for the probability densities
of a two-dimensional system of noninteracting charged har-
monic oscillators under the influence of an electromagnetic
field through the explicit solution of the Smoluchowski equa-
tion associated with the overdamped Langevin equation. The
magnetic field is considered as a constant vector �pointing
along the z axis� and the electric field is homogeneous but in
general a time-dependent vector. The main fluctuation rela-
tion will be formulated in terms of the joint probability den-
sity f�x ,y , t� by relating the ratio f�x ,y , t� / f�−x ,−y , t� to the
work performed by the externally time-dependent electric
field consistently with the fluctuation theorems �18,19�. The
other two fluctuation relations will be given in terms of the
marginal probabilities f�x , t� and f�y , t�, which are calculated
through the integration of the joint probability density

f�x ,y , t� with respect to the y and x variables, respectively. It
will be shown that, in the absence of the harmonic force, the
fluctuation relations associated with f�x , t� and f�y , t� reduce,
respectively, to those recently established by Roy and Kumar
�17� for a two-dimensional system of noninteracting elec-
trons under the externally applied crossed electric and mag-
netic fields. The Roy-Kumar fluctuation relation associated
with f�x , t� is named as longitudinal or barotropic-type fluc-
tuation relation and that associated with f�y , t� as the trans-
verse or “Hall-fluctuation” relation. The literature on the
fluctuation relations is vast and the following reviews may be
useful to the reader interested in having a deeper look on
them �25–27�.

The other interesting result used to estimate an equilib-
rium thermodynamic quantity from nonequilibrium measure-
ments is the Jarzynski equality �JE� �11�, which relates the
change in the free energy between two equilibrium states to
an ensemble average of the work performed on the system;
the average is taken between the different realizations of tra-
jectories between the two equilibrium states. Actually, the JE
has been tested by mechanically stretching a single molecule
of RNA reversibly and irreversibly between two conforma-
tions �28� and also generalized when the end points do not
correspond to equilibrium but to stationary states �29�. In the
work done by Jayannavar and Sahoo �30�, the JE has been
verified through the analytical calculation of the work distri-
butions for a charged Brownian particle in a two-dimensional
harmonic trap under the action of a uniform magnetic field.
Besides, the center of the trap is dragged externally in a
known way. This study has been extended to the numerical
calculation of the work distributions for a time-dependent
magnetic field �31�. The same problem studied in Ref. �30�
was considered and generalized in Ref. �32� for an arbitrary
time-dependent motion of the minimum in the harmonic trap.
It must be noticed that the studies done in works �30–32� are
basically related with the explicit solution of the associated
overdamped Langevin equation with the electrically charged
Brownian particle, though the explicit solution of the com-
plete Langevin equation, including the inertia term, for the
classical harmonic oscillator in a constant magnetic field has
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been recently reported by us in Ref. �33�. As far as we know,
the explicit solution of the Fokker-Planck �FP� equation as-
sociated with this complete Langevin equation has not been
reported yet in the literature. However, in the overdamped
approximation, the associated FP equation named the Smolu-
chowski equation admits an explicit solution and this will be
part of our task in this work.

Lastly in this work, we also proof the transient work-
fluctuation theorem and verify the JE when the arbitrary
time-dependent electric field is the responsible for the drag-
ging of the center of the harmonic trap potential, following
the proposal in Ref. �32�. This work is then structured as
follows: in Sec. II, we give the explicit solution of the
Smoluchowski equation by means of an appropriate math-
ematical transformation allowing this equation be easily
solvable. In Sec. III, we obtain the main and marginal fluc-
tuation relations and establish the conditions under which the
marginal fluctuation relations reduce to those calculated by
Roy and Kumar �17�. In Sec. IV, the transient work-
fluctuation theorem and the JE equality are verified. Our con-
clusions are finally given in Sec. V.

II. LANGEVIN AND SMOLUCHOWSKI EQUATIONS

Let us consider a Brownian particle in a harmonic poten-
tial given by U�r�= k

2 �r�2, with k as a constant. The Langevin
equation in terms of the velocity v of a charged particle
embedded in a fluid in the presence of an external electro-
magnetic field �via the Lorentz force� and in the harmonic
potential defined above can be written as

m
dv

dt
= − �v +

q

c
v � B + qE�t� − kr + A�t� , �1�

where ��0 is the friction coefficient, q is the charge of the
particle, m is its mass, B is the uniform magnetic field, E�t�
is a general time-varying electric field, and A�t� is the fluc-
tuating force which satisfies the properties of Gaussian white
noise with zero mean value �Ai�t��=0 and a correlation func-
tion given by

�Ai�t�Aj�t��� = 2��ij��t − t�� , �2�

with i , j=x ,y ,z. � is a constant which measures the noise
intensity and, according to the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem, is related with the friction constant by �=�kBT with kB
as the Boltzmann constant and T as the temperature of the
surrounding medium. If the constant magnetic field is as-
sumed to point along the z axis of the Cartesian reference
frame, that is, B= �0,0 ,B� with B as the modulus of the
vector B, then Langevin Eq. �1� can be separated into two
independent processes: one takes place along the magnetic
field �the z axis� and the other one takes place on the x-y
plane, perpendicular to this field. In this work we will focus
only on the planar overdamped Langevin equation for which
we first define the following vectors on the x-y plane perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field: x as the position vector, u as
the velocity vector, A�t� as the fluctuating force vector, such
that A�t�= �Ax ,Ay�, and E�t� as the electric field vector. In the
overdamped approximation, the required condition to be sat-

isfied by the parameters of Eq. �1� is �2��2�1+ �	 /��2�2,
where �2=k /m is the characteristic oscillator frequency, �
=� /m, and 	=qB /mc is Larmor’s frequency. This condition
is equivalent to km��e

2, where �e=��1+C2�, C=qB /c� is a
dimensionless parameter. In this case �e accounts for a re-
definition of the friction coefficient �, which is clearly mag-
netic field dependent. The planar overdamped Langevin
equation reads

dx

dt
= − 
x + b�t� + G�t� , �3�

where

b�t� = qk−1
E�t�, G�t� = k−1
A�t� , �4�

and 
 is a 2�2 matrix given by


 = � �̃ 	̃

− 	̃ �̃
	 , �5�

with �̃=k /��1+C2�=k /�e and 	̃=kC /��1+C2�. Here the re-
laxation time is �̃r= �̃−1=�e /k, which contains the influence
of the magnetic field. Equation �3� is a coupled system of
two equations, whose solution in the absence of the electric
field has been given by Jayannavar and Sahoo �30� by means
of complex numbers, and used to verify the JE for two dif-
ferent dragging protocols. The Smoluchowski equation asso-
ciated with Eq. �3� requires both the drift Di and diffusion Dij
coefficients, which are easily calculated yielding to �34–36�

Di = − 
ijxj + bi, �6�

Dij = k−2�
ik
 jk, �7�

where 
ij are the matrix elements of 
 and bi are the com-
ponents of vector b�t�. Therefore, the Smoluchowski equa-
tion associated with Eq. �3� reads as

�P

�t
+ b · gradx P = divx�
xP� + �̃�x

2P , �8�

subject to the initial condition P�x ,0 �x0�=��x−x0�, with �̃
=� /�2�1+C2�. The explicit solution of Eq. �8� is not easy to
calculate due to the coupling term appearing in the first term
of the right-hand side of this equation . However, it can be
solved explicitly by means of a transformation defined by

X�=R�t��x− �x��, where R�t�=eW̃t represents an orthogonal
rotation matrix, with

W̃ = � 0 	̃

− 	̃ 0
	, R�t� = � cos 	̃t sin 	̃t

− sin 	̃t cos 	̃t
	 , �9�

and �x� is the deterministic solution of Eq. �3�. Both �x� and
the new coordinate X� satisfy the following differential equa-
tions:

d�x�
dt

= − 
�x� + b�t� , �10�
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dX�

dt
= − �̄X� + G��t� , �11�

with G��t�=R�t�G�t�. Equation �11� is easily solved because
its mathematical structure is the same as in the ordinary
Brownian motion. It is not difficult to show that the drift and
diffusion coefficients, in this new representation, are given
by

Di� = − �̃Xi�, �12�

Dij� = k−2�
ik
 jk. �13�

Diffusion coefficient �13� is exactly the same as that given by
Eq. �7� because the original noise A�t� has the same statisti-
cal properties of Gaussian white noise than the rotated noise
G��t�=R�t�G�t�. Hence, the Smoluchowski equation associ-
ated with Langevin Eq. �11�, for the transition probability
density P��X� , t �X0�� of position X� at time t, conditioned by
the initial data X��0�
X0� at time t=0 will be

�P�

�t
= �̃ divX��X�P�� + �̃�X�

2 P�, �14�

subject to the initial condition P��X� ,0 �X0��=��X�−X0��. The
solution of Eq. �14� is well known �35–37� and reads

P��X�,t�X0�� =
k

2�kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
� exp�−

k�X� − e−�̃tX0��
2

2kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�� .

�15�

To return to the original variable x, we use the strategy in
Ref. �34� to show that the transformation between P� and
P�x , t �x0� satisfies P�= P, and therefore the solution of
Smoluchowski Eq. �8� will be given by

P�x,t�x0� =
k

2�kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

� exp�− k�x − e−
t�b�t� + x0��2

2kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
	 , �16�

where we have written the deterministic solution as �x�t��
=e−
t�x0+b�t��, with b�t�=0

t e
sb�s�ds. The joint probabil-
ity density f�x , t� can be easily calculated from the integral

f�x,t� = �
x0

��x0�P�x,t�x0�dx0. �17�

Hence

f�x,t� =
k

2�kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
� exp�−

k�x − e−
tb�t��2

2kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
	 ,

�18�

where the deterministic solution is �x�=e−
tb�t�.

III. WORK-FLUCTUATION RELATIONS

Inspired in the study done very recently by Roy and Ku-
mar �17�, we can also establish three fluctuation relations for

a Brownian charged harmonic oscillator in the presence of an
electromagnetic field under the conditions established in the
previous sections for these fields. The main relation will be
given in terms of the joint probability density f�x , t�
= f�x ,y , t� and the other two are given in terms of the mar-
ginal probabilities f�x , t� and f�y , t�. Thus from Eq. �18�, we
obtain a main fluctuation relation given by

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= exp� 2kx · �x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 , �19�

from which we also can see that

�exp� − 2kx · �x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	� = �
−

+

exp� − 2kx · �x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 f�x,t�dx

= �
−

+

f�− x,t�dx = 1. �20�

To understand the meaning of Eq. �19�, let us analyze the
exponent of this equation. To achieve this goal we notice that
the time-dependent electric field in Eq. �3� can be associated
to the harmonic force F=−k�x−x��, where the position of the
minimum in the trap x� can be written as x��t�= �q /k�E�t�.
Also this force is derived from the potential UC= �k /2��x
−x��2. Now, the minimum in the harmonic trap is dragged by
the time-dependent electric field. The mean value �x� in Eq.
�19� can be written as

�x� = x� − e−
tx0
� − e−
t�

0

t

e
t�u��t��dt�, �21�

where x0
�= �q /k�E�0�, u��t�= ẋ�= �q /k�Ė�t�, and 
 is given by

Eq. �5�.
As a particular case, let us suppose that the electric field is

constant and pointing along the x axis, i.e., E= �Ex ,0�, with
Ex as a constant. In this case the potential’s minimum is fixed
in the position x�
�x� ,y��= �q /k��Ex ,0� and therefore

�x� = x��1 − e−�̃t cos 	̃t�, �y� = − x�e−�̃t sin 	̃t . �22�

It is worth noticing that the deterministic solution �Eq. �22��
corresponds to a spiral in the x-y plane, as it should be, and
the trajectory characteristics depends on both the electric and
magnetic fields. Consequently, the term kx · �x�, which repre-
sents the projection of the harmonic force kx along the de-
terministic trajectory �x�, represents the work done by this
force along that trajectory. However, this harmonic force is
coupled to the electric field and therefore this work can be
written as

W�t� =
2qEx

1 − e−2�̃t �x�1 − e−�̃t cos 	̃t� − ye−�̃t sin 	̃t� .

�23�

On the other hand, the second term of Eq. �21� is R−1�t�x�

= �q /k�R−1�t��Ex ,0� which is a time-dependent rotation of
the electric field which we define as E�=R−1�t��Ex ,0�. In a
rotating reference frame, the electric field has two compo-

nents, namely, Ex��t�=Ex cos 	̃t and Ey��t�=Ex sin 	̃t, where

	̃ measures the rotation frequency, and thus qxEx cos 	̃t
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=qEx�x and qyEx sin 	̃t=qEy�y are the works done by these
components along the x and y axes, respectively. These
quantities multiplied by e−�̃t are then the dissipation of these
works due to the friction coefficient �̃. Therefore Eq. �23�
can be interpreted as the work done by the external electric
field and it takes into account that the displacement of the
Brownian particle occurs in the x and y directions, as seen
from a fixed reference frame.

When the electric field is a general time-dependent vector,
it can be considered as the responsible for the dragging of the
potential’s minimum in an arbitrary way. In this case we
assume that, at the beginning of the movement at t=0, the
potential’s minimum is located at the origin of coordinates
such that x0

�=0. For t�0 we take E�t�= �E ,E���t�, where E is
a constant electric field and ��t� is an arbitrary scalar dimen-
sionless function of time. In this case, the dragging velocity
reads as ẋ�=u�= �q /k�E�̇�t�I and I= �1,1�. Under these con-
ditions it is easy to show that

W�t� =
2qE

1 − e−2�̃t �x���t� − Ix�t�� + y���t� − Iy�t��� , �24�

where Ix and Iy are the components of the vectorial function,

I�t� = �
0

t

e�̃�t−t��R−1�t�R�t���̇�t��Idt�. �25�

Similarly the terms qEx and qEy correspond to the works
done by the constant electric field E along the x and y axes,
respectively, and qExIx�t�, qEyIy�t� contain the dissipation
contribution of those terms. In this general case the fluctua-
tion relation given by �19� can be written in terms of the total
dissipative work done by the external electric field as

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= eW�t�/kBT. �26�

This relation is consistent with the fluctuation theorems
�18,19�, which state that the probability to observe a given
trajectory at �x , t� during the forward process, and the prob-
ability to observe its backward counterpart at �−x , t�, is es-
sentially related with the work done by the externally applied
time-dependent electric field.

The fluctuation relations for the marginal probability den-
sities f�x , t� and f�y , t� can be calculated easily from Eq.
�18�, through the integrals f�x , t�=f�x ,y , t�dy and f�y , t�
=f�x ,y , t�dx, which after integration we obtain

f�x,t� =� k

2�kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
� exp�−

k�x − �x��2

2kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
	 ,

�27�

f�y,t� =� k

2�kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
� exp�−

k�y − �y��2

2kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
	 .

�28�

The fluctuation relation for both probabilities are established
as

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= exp� 2kx�x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 , �29�

f�y,t�
f�− y,t�

= exp� 2ky�y�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 , �30�

where �x� and �y� are the components of the vector �x�. Us-
ing the normalization condition of the probability densities,
we also obtain other useful relations, namely,

�exp� − 2kx�x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	� = �
−

+

exp� − 2kx�x�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 f�x,t�dx

= �
−

+

f�− x,t�dx = 1, �31�

�exp� − 2ky�y�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	� = �
−

+

exp� − 2ky�y�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 f�y,t�dy

= �
−

+

f�− y,t�dy = 1. �32�

The physical meaning of Eqs. �29� and �30� is similar to that
displayed in relation to Eq. �19�. In particular, in the absence
of the harmonic force and also assuming a constant electric
field pointing along the x axis, our theoretical results reduce
to the fluctuation relations recently established by Roy and
Kumar �17�. For k=0, we show in Appendix that marginal
fluctuation relation �29� reduces to

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= exp�− eEx

kBT
	 , �33�

which is the same barotropic-type fluctuation relation estab-
lished by Roy and Kumar �17�. Also Eq. �30� reduces to

f�y,t�
f�− y,t�

= exp�− e2EBy

kBTc�
	 , �34�

which was named as the transverse fluctuation relation or
Hall-fluctuation theorem. As discussed above, the argument
of the exponential in Eq. �30� is essentially related with the
work done, along the y axis, by the component Ey� of the
rotated electric field, which reduces to the expression given
by Eq. �34� when k=0 �see also Eq. �A9� of Appendix�. The
marginal probability densities f�x , t� and f�y , t�, in this lim-
iting case, are explicitly given in Appendix. As mentioned by
Roy and Kumar �17�, the interpretation of those relations can
be expressed as follows: though the system is always far
from thermodynamic equilibrium �as the electron continu-
ously dissipates energy in the environment�, it reaches a me-
chanical equilibrium asymptotically under the combined ef-
fect �forcing� of the electromagnetic fields and the viscous
drag acting in opposition.

IV. WORK-FLUCTUATION THEOREM AND JARZYNSKI
EQUALITY

In a similar way as studied in Refs. �30,33� to verify the
transient work-fluctuation theorem and Jarzynski equality
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�11�, here we also consider that the dragging of the center of
the harmonic trap potential, UC= �k /2��x−x��2, is driven by
the presence of an arbitrary time-dependent electric field.
Thus, as considered in Sec. III x��t�= �q /k�E�t�, again with
the initial condition x0

�= �q /k�E�0�=0. We first calculate the
total work done on the system due to the harmonic force F
=−k�x−x��, which is given by �8,30,33�

Wtot = − k�
0

�

�x − x�� · u�dt . �35�

Following exactly the same algebraic steps in Ref. �32�, we
immediately conclude that the total work mean value reads
as

�Wtot� = k�
0

�

dt�
0

t

e−�̃�t−t��U��t� · U��t��dt�, �36�

where U��t�=R�t�u��t�. The variance V= �Wtot
2 �− �Wtot�2 is

also

V = 2kBTk�
0

�

dt�
0

t

e−�̄�t−t��U��t� · U��t��dt�. �37�

Therefore V=2kBT�Wtot� and the transient work-fluctuation
theorem for this total work is coming up, that is P�−Wtot�
=e−Wtot/kBTP�Wtot�. From the Jarzynski equality we have
�e−Wtot/kBT�=e−�F/kBT=1, and therefore �F=0, consistent with
the Bohr–van Leeuwen theorem on the absence of orbital
diamagnetism in a classical system of charged particles in
thermodynamic equilibrium �38�.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have established the fluctuation relation given by Eq.
�19� for a system of two-dimensional noninteracting charged
harmonic oscillators under the action of an electromagnetic
field in the presence of a dissipative environment at tempera-
ture T in the high friction limit. This relation has been
achieved through the explicit solution of Smoluchowski Eq.
�8� for the joint probability density given by Eq. �18�. As we
have shown, this fluctuation relation is related with the work
done by the externally time-dependent electric field respon-
sible for the dragging of the potential’s minimum from t=0
to time t �see Eq. �26��. In this sense fluctuation relation �19�
is consistent with the fluctuation theorems established by Bo-
chkov and Kuzovlev �18� and Horowitz and Jarzynski �19�.
The two marginal fluctuation relations given by Eqs. �29�
and �30� have a similar physical interpretation than main
fluctuation relation �19�. In the absence of the harmonic
force and assuming that the electric field is considered as a
constant and perpendicular to the magnetic field, marginal
fluctuation relations �29� and �30� reduce exactly to those
given by Eqs. �33� and �34�, respectively, which were re-
cently calculated by Roy and Kumar �17� as expected.

On the other hand, in Refs. �30,32� it has been shown that,
for the same system of noninteracting harmonic oscillators in
the harmonic potential UC and in the presence of the mag-
netic field only, the transient work-fluctuation theorem holds,
and also �F=0 as a consequence of the Jarzynski equality

which is consistent with the Bohr–van Leeuwen theorem
�38�. For the same potential UC and in the presence of an
electromagnetic field, we have shown that, for an arbitrary
time-dependent electric field responsible for the dragging of
the center of the harmonic trap potential, the work-
fluctuation theorem and �F=0 are also satisfied.

Finally, we would like to comment here that the math-
ematical treatment done in this work illustrates how the ro-
tation matrices involved in the procedure simplify in an el-
egant way the algebraic steps when there is a magnetic field
involved in the problem. This procedure allows us to calcu-
late explicitly the joint probability density f�x ,y , t� for the
Smoluchowski equation which may be difficult to obtain by
other methods, and it generalizes the treatment performed by
Roy and Kumar �17� for the marginal probabilities.
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APPENDIX: FLUCTUATION RELATIONS OF ROY
AND KUMAR

To obtain the fluctuation relations of Roy and Kumar, we
first write the marginal fluctuation relations as required by
Eq. �23�. In this case, Eqs. �29� and �30� will be given,
respectively, by

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= exp�2qEx�1 − e−�̃t cos 	̃t�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

	 , �A1�

f�y,t�
f�− y,t�

= exp�2qEye−�̃t sin 	̃t

kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
	 , �A2�

where Ex=E. To evaluate these equations for k=0, we first
multiply and divide by the factor k the arguments of the
exponential. By taking into account that 1−e−x=−�n=1



�−1�nxn /n!, we thus have

k

�1 − e−2�̃t�
= �− �

n=1



�− 1�n� 2t

��1 + C2�	
nk�n−1�

n! �−1

= � 2t

��1 + C2�
− �

n=2



�− 1�n� 2t

��1 + C2�	
nk�n−1�

n! �−1

= � 2t

��1 + C2�	
−1

�A3�

for k=0. Also

cos�	̃t� = 1 + �
n=1

 � Ct

��1 + C2�	
2n k2n

�2n�!
, �A4�
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sin�	̃t� =
Ckt

��1 + C2�
+ �

n=1



�− 1�2n+1� Ct

��1 + C2�	
2n+1 k2n+1

�2n + 1�!
.

�A5�

After some algebra we have

1

k
�1 − e−�̃t cos 	̃t� = � t

��1 + C2�	 , �A6�

1

k
e−�̃t cos 	̃t = � Ct

��1 + C2�	 �A7�

if k=0. If we now make q=−e, thus C=qB /c�=−eB /c�, and

if we define C̄=eB /c�, then we can conclude exactly that
when k=0

2qEx�1 − e−�̃t cos 	̃t�
kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�

= −
eEx

kBT
, �A8�

2qEye−�̃t sin 	̃t

kBT�1 − e−2�̃t�
= −

eEyC̄

kBT
, �A9�

and therefore

f�x,t�
f�− x,t�

= exp�− eEx

kBT
	 , �A10�

f�y,t�
f�− y,t�

= exp�− e2EBy

kBTc�
	 , �A11�

where the marginal probability densities f�x , t� and f�y , t� are
given by

f�x,t� =�1 + C̄2

4�Dt
exp�−

1 + C̄2

4Dt
�x + �x��2� , �A12�

f�y,t� =�1 + C̄2

4�Dt
exp�−

1 + C̄2

4Dt
�y + �y��2� , �A13�

with �x�=−�t / �1+ C̄2� and �y�=−�C̄t / �1+ C̄2� with �
=eE /�. Equations �A10�–�A13� are exactly the same expres-
sions calculated by Roy and Kumar �17�.
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